MODULE 12:
TSMO Discussion Points
Discussion Points:
(for executives and operations and field personnel)

• What is your biggest operational issue in [insert state/city/region] today?

• What is the biggest hurdle you face in implementing a solution to that issue?
Discussion Points:
(for contractors/field personnel)

• How is work zone traffic and congestion addressed when you implement or make changes to your traffic control?

• What is the biggest hurdle you face in implementing a traffic control strategy that works for you and the public?
Discussion Points:
(for operations and field personnel)

• If you are trying to coordinate transportation operations in your [insert state/city/region], what stakeholders need to be involved?

• What existing initiatives or programs need to be included/considered in a larger overall TSMO program?
Discussion Points:
(for executives and operations and field personnel)

• What activities or programs are we already doing that you would consider to be part of TSMO?

• How should we identify a TSMO champion for this [insert state/city/region]? Who would be a good candidate today?
Discussion Points:
(for operations and field personnel)

• What TSMO solution do you already want to see applied to an operational issue you are having right now?

• What TSMO solution holds the greatest benefit for your [insert state/city/region] in the future?